**Core tip:** Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors worldwide. Currently, the most accurate diagnostic imaging modality for HCC is magnetic resonance imaging. However, it is often difficult to distinguish cirrhotic lesions. THz might be a novel modality as an early/fast diagnosis. In this study, two adjacent tissue sections, which were obtained from patients who had undergone medical surgery, were separately subjected to histo-pathological examination by either hematoxylin and eosin staining or terahertz (THz) transmission examination, and then THz images were compared with pathologically mapped images. Through transmittance coefficients analysis, it was concluded that THz has the ability to distinguish HCC tissues from normal ones.

INTRODUCTION
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors worldwide; there are an estimated 700,000 new cases and \> 1 million deaths each year\[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Early stage HCC has a 5-year survival rate of 40--80%, while late stage disease has a rate of only 5--15%\[[@B3]\], so early diagnosis of HCC is important. Currently, the most accurate diagnostic imaging modality for HCC is magnetic resonance imaging. However, as it is still sometimes difficult to distinguish HCC from cirrhotic lesions\[[@B4],[@B5]\], new methods for early/rapid diagnosis of HCC are needed.

Terahertz (THz) electromagnetic waves range in frequency from 0.1 to 10 THz. The wavelength is between 0.03 and 3 mm, which is between microwave and infrared. Because the energy of the THz spectrum is low, it does not ionize biological tissues. Therefore, THz spectroscopy is considered to hold potential application for clinical examination. THz spectroscopy has been used in many biomedical studies, especially cancer diagnosis\[[@B6]\], including skin cancer\[[@B7],[@B8]\]. Recently, THz studies have been extended to new lesions such as breast, brain and gastrointestinal cancer\[[@B9]-[@B12]\], but there are few reports on HCC.

In this study, we evaluated the feasibility of THz imaging for the discrimination of HCC from normal liver tissues using fresh tissue specimens obtained from patients who had undergone surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board and Research Ethics Committee of the Chinese PLA General Hospital, Beijing, China. From June to August 2017, 11 HCC patients underwent hepatectomies. Specimens of 1 cm^3^ were removed from the large surgical specimens obtained at operation. The specimens were cryosectioned into 50 μm-thick slices and placed on cover glass. Two adjacent tissue sections were removed for histopathological examination by hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining or THz transmission examination.

A continuous-wave THz transmission imaging system was used for examination (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The THz source was a THz gas laser (FIRL100; Edinburgh Instruments Ltd., UK) operating at 2.52 THz. After chopping, the THz wave was separated into two sub-beams by a wire grid polarizer. One sub-beam was focused on the sample with a Tsurupica lens after several reflections, and the other sub-beam was used as the reference. The tissue section was mounted on a computer controlled x--y linear motor stage that moved through the focused beam in the horizontal plane. The detectors for THz waves were Golay cells (GC-1P; Tydex Ltd. Douhui Road 2338 Lane, Headquarter No. 1, Minhang district, Shanghai, China). The intensity of the acquired pixels in the THz images indicated the tissue transmittance. The imaging resolution was 260 μm × 380 μm, measured using the knife-edge method.

![Continuous-wave terahertz transmission imaging system. THz: Terahertz.](WJGO-11-153-g001){#F1}

THz images were compared with pathologically mapped images. We determined the typical tumor tissue and normal liver tissue regions by pathological examination; the corresponding areas of adjacent sections were examined by THz transmission.

RESULTS
=======

The HE staining image of one sample and its corresponding THz image are shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and B, respectively. In the THz image, different colors indicate the transmittance of THz waves for tissues. The transmittance of the whole THz image was 0.27. The tumor cells in the HE-stained image and corresponding position in the THz image are marked. Most of the areas with lower transmittance (0.17--0.22) matched well with the position of the tumor cells. Most of the normal tissues had a higher transmittance of about 0.4. To analyze the statistical characteristics, these images were divided as 20 × 25 gridding, and the THz transmittance for tumor cells was calculated. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the segmentation images of tumor cells in the HE-stained and THz images. The area of tumor cells in the HE-stained image did not completely correspond with the area in the THz image, with a transmittance of 0.17--0.22, which may have been due to tumor heterogeneity.

![Hematoxylin and eosin-stained image of one sample and its corresponding terahertz image. A: Hematoxylin and eosin-stained image; B: Terahertz image.](WJGO-11-153-g002){#F2}

![The segmentation images of tumor cells in a hematoxylin and eosin-stained image and terahertz image.](WJGO-11-153-g003){#F3}

The HE-stained and THz images of a complex sample are shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, which had tumors, ice crystals, tumor hemorrhage and liver cirrhosis. In the THz image of this sample, the tumor area is marked by a white rectangle, and the average transmittance was about 0.2, which agreed with the sample shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The area of tumor hemorrhage presented with abnormal transmittance, which was higher than that in tumors. Furthermore, the liver cirrhosis and ice crystals had lower transmittance than that of normal tissues.

![Hematoxylin and eosin-stained and terahertz images of a complex sample. A: Hematoxylin and eosin-stained image; B: Terahertz image.](WJGO-11-153-g004){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

THz imaging has received increasing attention as an interdisciplinary field. It has been increasingly used in diagnosis because it is fast, lacks ionizing radiation, and has no need for contrast agents.

The histopathological appearance of HCC varies greatly from patient to patient and even within a single patient, and different stages of intratumoral differentiation and growth patterns can be observed. However, progressive HCC has a consistent appearance, and in our study, all patients were in the progressive stage. The pathological components of HCC are complex, including the parenchymal and interstitial parts. The tumor parenchyma is composed of tumor cells, while the tumor interstitium is composed of sinusoids containing blood, and are lined with single endothelial cells\[[@B13]\]. This study mainly analyzed the THz image characteristics of tumor parenchyma.

The parenchymal part of HCC is divided into beam, solid and fibrous scleroses according to the structure of the tumor cells. The tumor cells differ in terms of fatty degeneration, cytoplasmic glass-like variation, and the degree of nuclear differentiation. By those characteristics, the tumor can be divided into high-, medium- and low-differentiated tumor. Cell density, the ratio of the nucleoplasm to cytoplasm, and fat denaturation all affect THz transmittance. In general, the density of tumor cells in HCC is higher than that of hepatocytes in normal liver tissues, and the nucleoplasm to cytoplasm ratio is higher than that of normal liver cells\[[@B14]-[@B16]\]. That is, the density of HCC tissues is higher than that of normal liver tissues, and, theoretically, the transmission rate of HCC tissue is lower than that of normal liver tissue, which is consistent with our experimental results\[[@B17]\].

Due to the heterogeneity of HCC, histomorphologic appearance of HCC varies greatly from patient to patient and even in a single patient\[[@B18]\]. Different stages of intratumoral differentiation and growth patterns can be observed, where in some cases HCC cells are mixed with normal cells\[[@B19]\]. This could suggest that the THz transmittance of each section is uneven. In our experiment, we select the corresponding area in the THz image based on the most typical HCC area of the pathological section. The domain is used to determine the THz transmittance of HCC.

One case in our series showed that the transmission rate of HCC tissue was 0.34, which was not consistent with other results, possibly due to the long time period from obtaining the specimen to the final filming. This resulted in the necrosis and disintegration of the tumor cells\[[@B20]\], which might increase the transmission rate of THz. Further studies on the THz transmission rate of apoptotic cells need to be conducted.

In this study, THz images were compared with pathologically mapped images. We determined the typical tumor tissue and normal liver tissue regions by pathological examination, and the characteristics of the THz images in the corresponding regions were analyzed. The HCC THz imaging characteristics did not include the interstitial part of the tumor, nor were they subdivided at each cell level. We therefore need to examine more specimens.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors worldwide, and novel methods for early/rapid diagnosis of HCC are needed. Recently, terahertz (THz) spectroscopy is more and more often used for tumor diagnosis; however, most of these reports focus on superficial tissues, and there are few reports on HCC.

Research motivation
-------------------

Combined with interventional radiology techniques, THz spectroscopy might be a novel modality as an early/fast diagnostic for HCC. Therefore, we conduct this observational study to explore the feasibility of THz imaging for the diagnosis of HCC.

Research objectives
-------------------

To evaluate the feasibility of THz for discriminating between HCC and normal liver tissues using fresh tissue specimens obtained from HCC patients who had undergone surgery. The goal was to identify if THz could be a novel modality as an early/fast diagnostic for HCC.

Research methods
----------------

An observational study was conducted. Normal liver tissue and HCC tissue were cryosectioned into 50 μm-thick slices and placed on cover glass. Two adjacent tissue sections were separately subjected to histopathological examination by hematoxylin and eosin staining (HE staining) or THz transmission examination, and THz images were compared with pathologically mapped images. We determined the typical tumor and normal liver tissue regions by pathological examination; the corresponding areas of adjacent sections were examined by THz transmission.

Research results
----------------

The transmission rate of HCC tissue was 0.15-0.25, and the transmission rate of typical HCC tissue was about 0.2. THz transmittance in normal liver tissue was slightly higher than 0.4, but there were many influencing factors, including the degree of liver cirrhosis, fat components, ice crystals in frozen sections, and apoptosis.

Research conclusions
--------------------

This study shows that THz imaging can identify HCC tissue. Further research will yield more detailed data of THz transmission rates of HCC tissue with different degrees of differentiation. Through our study, we identified that THz could be a novel modality as an early/fast diagnostic for HCC.

Research perspectives
---------------------

In the future, THz combined with interventional radiology techniques might be a novel modality as an early/fast diagnostic for internal body tissue malignancies.
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